
Around the Australian coast

The trend around the Australian coast is dominated (19.3% variability 
explained, Fig 3) by an ENSO / SOI mode. The MVLR used here aims 
to remove this signal to look at cross-shelf variability in trends. However, 
there remains a strong gradient in the trend between eastern and 
western Australian coasts (Figs 4,5).
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Data Sources
DUACS Altimetry: now CMEMS marine.copernicus.eu 
RADS: TUDelft rads.tudelft.nl/rads/rads.shtml ; github.com/remkos/rads
ALES: NASA PODAAC ftp://podaac-ftp.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/coastal_alt/L2/ALES/ 
GPD+: CTOH, AVISO www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/auxiliary-

products/wet-tropospheric-correction.html  
PSMSL: psmsl.org   SONEL: sonel.org
PDO: ftp://ftp.atmos.washington.edu/mantua/pnw_impacts/INDICES/ 
MEI: www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso 
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Introduction

Short- to medium-term forecasts of sea-level rise at the coast tend to be 
informed by present linear trends in sea level in the surrounding open 
ocean. Some methods of sea-level reconstruction, such as those that use 
spatial basis functions1,2, assume that tide gauge sea-level variability is a 
direct proxy for sea-level variability observed by satellite altimetry.

Sea level varies across the continental shelf from the open ocean to the 
coast due to oceanographic processes. Shallowing bathymetry increases 
viscous effects and enhances tides. 

Therefore, we investigate the sea-level variability across the continental 
shelf using newly derived coastal altimetry data.

Method

Following (3), we use the RADS4 database to process the raw 1 Hz sea 
surface height anomaly from Jason-1 and OSTM/Jason-2 to along-track 
time series at comparison points, located every 5 km from the point of 
closest approach (or crossing of) the coast. This results in time series at 
around 2,000 comparison points within 50 km of the Australian coast, 
from 2002-2015.

For the coastal altimetry we:
• Replace the standard MLE4 waveform re-tracker range measurement 

with ALES range5; 
• The FES 2014b tide model6 replaces the standard GOT model; and
• The GPD+ wet tropospheric correction7,8 is used. 

The 2002-2015 linear trend is calculated by a maximum likelihood 
estimation with auto-regressive order 1 (AR1) noise, using Hector 
software9. 

The trend in time and annual and semi-annual signals are calculated on 
the full time series (standard single-variate linear regression; SVLR) and 
then additionally including climate indices (multi-variate linear regression; 
MVLR). The climate indices of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)10 and 
El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)11 are filtered to long- and short-
period indices with half-power around 6 years12. 

Conclusions

Applying waveform re-tracking and corrections specifically designed for coastal applications to satellite altimetry affects the trend observed in a 14-year time series. 
Improved tide modelling on average reduces variance and reduces power at aliased tidal frequencies (not shown). Although the standard deviation of the time 
series is unaltered by the ALES re-tracker, there is a persistent change in the trend that is within the observational uncertainty. 

Sea-level trend around the Australian coastline is affected by interannual and decadal variability from the Pacific, which propagates around the north, north-west 
and western coastal boundaries. After removing this signal, there remains a larger positive trend along the north and western coasts than along the eastern coast. 
When tide gauge trends are calculated for the same period and adjusted for vertical land movement by co-located GNSS (SONEL), the trends in the coastal zone 
appear reasonably consistent. (Bundaberg is an outlier due to multiple tropical-storm flood events during the time series.) There is no significant difference in the 
variance or trend with distance to the coastline or with bathymetry in most regions, with the exception of a significant (to 1 standard error) increase in the trend 
observed on the continental slope of the Australian southern coast (mid-latitude shelf) compared with on the shelf. Unfortunately, the data for the boundary 
currents does not extend past a discernible minima expected on the continental slope13. 

This analysis has found that (1) standard altimetry can provide good quality data up to ~10 km of a coastline when using the latest tide model; and (2) in this 
region, the sea-level trend from tide gauges are consistent with satellite altimetry data within 50 km of a coastline, provided vertical land movement and non-linear 
responses to climatic forcing is taken into account. For sea-level reconstructions, satellite altimetry time series should be taken on continental shelf. 

Coastal Altimetry

Range (waveform retracker)

For the Australian coastline, we have analysed altimetry data from the 
ALES re-tracker5 against standard (MLE4) waveform from Jason-1 and 
OSTM/Jason-2 missions (2002-2015). We find:
• The ALES re-tracked range results in slightly more data gaps than the 

standard (MLE4). Time series are less complete on average (by 6%), 
although within 10 km of the coast, MLE4 returns 2% more data gaps 
and ALES provides 10% more time series with 67% completeness.

• The variance of the time series is no different between the standard and 
ALES re-tracked data.

• Sea-level trends derived from ALES re-tracked data are larger, in the 
mean, than those from standard data (by 0.4 mm/yr mean) but within 
the observational uncertainty.

Fig 1. Standard deviation (a) of the time series, binned by distance from a coastline; 

and histogram of linear trend difference by different range waveform re-tracking (b)

Tides

Comparing the standard GOT tide model against the FES tide model6, 
designed for coastal applications: 
• The standard GOT model fails to provide data in some channels and 

straits close to land, whereas the FES tide model has better coverage.
• The time series standard deviation is changed, on average reducing by 

21 mm.
• As a result, in regions of high tide range, shallow bathymetry and 

land/ocean boundaries, the difference in the calculated linear trend from 
2002-2015 can be as large as 20%.

Fig 2. Percentage change in trend from replacing GOT tide correction with FES
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Fig 3. The EOF 

pattern and 

principal 

component (5-

year running 

mean) of the 

coastal time 

series (a). 

Coefficients of 

the MVLR on 

standard-

processed 

(from DUACS) 

for the decadal 

climate index 

based on the 

PDO (b) and 

the interannual 

climate index 

based on 

ENSO (c).
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Fig 4. The mean linear trend 

(mm/yr) for each satellite pass 

ground-track, with distance 

around the coast of Australia. 

The position of the ground-

tracks, tide gauges and islands 

are given in (a). The trend (b) 

from single-variate (light) and 

multi-variate (dark) linear 

regression are presented by 

distance around the coast of the 

satellite ground-track (grey). 

Tide gauge linear trends, with 

VLM determined from co-located 

GNSS by SONEL removed, are 

presented in magenta. 
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Across the shelf

The variance of the satellite altimetry time series changes 
within the shelf (Fig 1a), but within the observational 
uncertainty. There is much higher variance on the tropical 
(north and north-west) shelf than the mid-latitude 
(southern) shelf. These tropical shelves show the largest 
impact of using the FES tide model. This region shows a 
sharp decline in variability at the shelf break / on the 
continental slope, which corresponds with shallow 
oceanographic processes dominating here. 

The linear trend from 2002-2015 does not significantly 
vary across the shelf for any particular region, when 
binned by distance from a coastline. The uncertainty in 
the trend is high due to the short time series and the 
high variability of coastal waters, compared with most 
open ocean. When binned by bathymetry, there is only a 
discernible difference in the trend for the mid-latitude 
shelf. The trend on the shelf is consistent and matches 
tide gauge data quite well (Fig 4b, distances 14-20,000 
km) whereas the trend on the continental slope into deep 
water is consistently higher. 
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Fig 5. Coastal regions (a) defined by presence of boundary 

currents (bc), shelf, reef or islands, for comparison of time series 

standard deviation (b,d) and trend (c,e) binned by distance from a 

coastline (b,c) and bathymetry (d,e)
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